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Abstract: The growing technology today provides unlimited knowledge through smart gadgets. Mobile learning is getting popular among children nowadays. However, poorly designed mobile applications tend to diminish children’s cognitive skills, which claims to be one of the most important skills in their developing process. User Experience (UX) have been defined as the usability experience of a specific user while operating the mobile application yet, this concept has not been adopted while designing learning mobile application for children. UX claims to be an important aspect while designing a children mobile application for learning because children’s experience differs from adults. Researchers have been highlighting on cognitive aspects when designing educational mobile application for children yet, there are no models or guidelines which can be referred by designers. Hence, this paper aims to enhance Experience-Centered Web Design Model by connecting a cognitive dimension. This study conducts a literature review to develop Enhanced Experience-Centered Web Design Model. A qualitative pilot case study has been conducted in order to amend all the necessary skills before conducting the actual case study method. It includes semi-structured interview and observation method. The pilot study analysis will be referred for any amendments in interview questions and observation method to be further conducted for actual case study data collection of the study. The study will then develop an UX guideline which would be referred by the mobile application designers when designing a children educational mobile application for learning environmental sustainability.

Index Terms: User Experience, cognitive dimension, children educational mobile application.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today, education is encouraging the community towards Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) embracement and have a deeper appreciation value for progress while helping critical thinkers in nation to nurture. Nevertheless, the government is trying to educate the children more on sustainability. Thus, the mobile application content is for encouraging children to improve their understanding towards environmental sustainability. The content can also improve the children knowledge and their logical thinking skills to promote sustainable development through education.

Most of the researchers agree that using mobile gives an opportunity to the students as well as the teachers to facilitate an interactive and innovative teaching and learning process. Over the past few decades, several applied and theoretical research have combined the two new growing communication technologies, mobile networks as well as the Internet yet; this combination is not well recognized as expected. Learning activities are practiced easily using mobile devices like mobile phones, handheld computers and tablets. As mobile devices are easily portable, accessing any educational content or material would be beyond the traditional classroom settings learning.

Technological development has introduced latest resources but at the end the user is who that decides to accept or reject the service. Thus, UX plays the role of one of the core concepts in the field of HCI even though the consent is uncertain. UX converges information, visual, web and content design, application architecture, visual rhetoric (image and branding), content creation and writing, and analysis (business, web, and “big data” analytics), among others [2].

Several ventures of defining, understanding and scoping UX has been done yet, there is no specific consensus which reached this concept [3]. Malaysia overlaps on promoting UX to home grown local software companies and mobile industries [1]. Hence, problem supporting this research content is cognitive dimension is not included while designing children educational mobile application. Cognitive dimension plays an important role in children’s metal development stages but this dimension has been neglected while designing mobile applications for children. Due to this, children’s ability to solve critical problems is diminishing [2]. This paper refers to Experience-Centered Web Design (ECWD) Model [3], an UX model developed by Aaron Marcus from Design, User Experience, and Usability book that merges all the relevant information with theoretical elements of UX into three major elements which are aesthetic, functional and emotional. The study proposes to enhance the ECWD Model by including a cognitive dimension which will envision children’s cognitive skills for integrating learning elements into the ECWD Model.

The objective of this paper is to enhance ECWD Model and conduct a pilot case study for amending all questions constructed before conducting the actual case study method. The pilot case study analysis will be considered to amend changes in the interview questions as well as observation method. Furthermore, this testing will be supporting the preliminary study to justify that the problem statement identified from literature review is applicable in real field of study. Enhancing ECWD Model contributes in achieving the research objectives which are (1) To identify elements of UX for children educational mobile application, (2) To validate the Enhanced ECWD Model and (3) To develop an...
UX guideline for children educational mobile application for learning environmental sustainability. In developing the guideline, a qualitative case study will be approached to conduct a semi-structured interview and observation method for the students to understand their experience in learning through mobile application. Their experience will be then incorporated in the UX guideline for the designer to be used when designing children mobile application.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. User Experience

UX is a well-defined consequence of presentation, functionality, system performance, interactive behavior, and assistive capabilities of an interactive system for hardware as well as software [4]. UX has evolved into one of the core concepts of HCI where wide range of disciplines’ researchers and practitioners daily work on these concepts. Despite several attempts of understanding, defining and scoping UX, no secured consensus has been reached on this concept [5]. Donald Norman was the first author who used the term “User Experience” to describe all the person’s experience aspects with a system and he claims his introduction to the term UX as he believed “usability” to be narrowed deeply for representing a holistic vision of HCI [5]. According to Jacob Nielsen and Don Norman, UX encompasses “all aspects of the end-user’s interaction with company, its services and its products” [6] yet not all associated with UX have agreed on this definition [7].

Generally, developers who are interested in UX design, not only focuses on what the product does but on how the users tend to interact with it. Thus, a positive experience requires substantial benefits to users and a negative experience entails frustration and failure [8]. Malaysia is still left out on promoting UX to home grown local software companies and mobile industries [1] also claim that software and mobile companies often focuses on product-oriented metrics. For example, pre-defined product goals are referred on creating operational goals and functional achievement.

According to [9], usability is unrestricted to design for high performance yet relevant information for users is involved. Thus, UX components are claimed as (1) perception of the instrumental qualities, (2) perception of the non-instrumental qualities and (3) emotional user interaction [10]. In this research the observation of children experiences and the factors that are creating interest barrier may lead to product changes. The three components which affects UX at the moment include: (1) system, (2) user and (3) context [3].

B. Experienced- Centered Web Design Model

The experience changes time to time when users interact according to the products’ elements which are designed for creating specific experience [3]. The categories are associated in the dimensions of UX by referring to Experience- Centered Web Design Model. All the theoretical elements of UX have been discussed and merged into three dimensions in Experience- Centered Web Design Model. Fadel has done a comparative study on UX’s axes then, associated with the similarities between categories and dimensions. The three dimensions which have been finalized are emotional, aesthetic and functional as shown in Figure 1.

The emotional dimension claims to be the first dimension to be designed because the user experience will be conceived here [3]. The most individual and often idiosyncratic of human phenomena are probably emotions [11]. Overall interaction with mobile application is the focus of the study and the experience should be re-created, modified and amplified in real world. This dimension focuses on the user interactivity which enhances users’ motivation through better participatory activity. Children’s helping behavior emerges early in concrete operational stage, suggesting that pro sociality is rooted deeply in human nature [12].

The functional dimension deals with the mobile application’s functionality and usability. The interface is portrayed into two perspective which are the clients and the users. The clients’ perspective uses needs in relation to the interface where the general context of the application and clients’ expectations are described. On the other hand, the users’ needs in relation to the interface are gathered by interviewing them. The needs of clients and users are resumed as interface functionality where the interface actions are considered.

Aesthetic dimension contributes all visual attributes of the interface such as colors, texture, images and graphic composition. This aesthetic dimension actually represents the other two dimensions of UX. Picturing the concept and functionality may interest the user for experiencing the design [3]. In this paper, it is important that visibility, text, color, images, audio and animation can contribute a big portion to interactivity since, human respond better to visual arrangements. Research has confirmed that images prove to interest, create emotion and stimulate curiosity. Text needs to integrate with images since text create the meaning of the image. The animation is useful believed to catch the users’ attention. This dimension proves to be useful to interactivity as human are highly sensitive to movement [3]. Planning the content of high visual aesthetic includes edutainment content for children and examination of the button and menus composed in proper sizes is crucial for children’s physical characteristics as well as to reflect it in the content structure [13].
C. Elements of UX

There are several elements of UX discussed by various authors to address how important is to include cognitive dimension in designing mobile application. Every dimension has unique sets of elements that play unique role in their respective way. The user interface design or aesthetic plays a role of best beauty interaction [1] for users in order for them to accept the application because their dislikes could lead to anxiety or discomfort [14]. Fun as well as engaging interface design has motivated more students in learning [15]. The importance of functional dimension has been claimed as the clients’ needs in relation towards the interface [3]. The anticipation a product usage or a system through a user’s perception and responses is crucial [16] for a fun and engaging experiences [15]. Elements under functional dimensions has the credibility to compare and contrast the users’ convenience, features and design of product [17] to attract targeted group of users for sustaining their loyalty [18].

Moreover, the elements under emotional dimensions generates its criticalness in UX by character interactivity users towards an interface and to what extend they can react to a user’s interventions [3]. It is crucial to stress on this element due to users’ complex and mixed feelings of emotions [16] during the interaction with the system or product [10]. The interaction between a user and the system may lead to unique experience in different context of use [19] which includes users perceptual and emotional aspects [4]. Cognitive defines level of ability which demands to master a specific information and technology literacy creatively as well as using innovative skills [20]. The representation of cognitive element in designing a system is important because it portrays a paradigmatic shifts of how a user anticipates about the interface [7] and the results will then represent usability of a system, product or service [16]. Nevertheless, cognitive helps to reduce complexity of an experience [4] by directing them to a right path of using the system [21]. Nevertheless, cognitive inclusive enhances users imagination and improves their behavior [22].

D. Theories of Child Development in Education

Today, psychologists have declared themselves with one of three general theoretical views which are cognitive-development approach, the environmental/learning approach or ethological approach [23]. The cognitive-development approach was introduced by the developmental psychologist, Jean Piaget. Four basic concepts were used to elaborate the individuals cognitive structure activity process which are schema, assimilation, adaption and balance [24]. Schema which is the core concept of the structure has functions such as sorting, concluding, transforming as well as creating objective information for making sure the body is adaptable to environment effectively. Basically, cognitive development refers to the lifespan development of thinking. Thinking could be defined as problematic since, it has unclear boundaries that cold separate from other mental activities yet it involves higher mental processes such as problem solving, reasoning, creating, conceptualizing, categorizing, remembering and planning [25]. One of the most influential theory of cognitive development are Piaget’s Theory of Cognitive Development.

Piaget’s theory often focuses on the children’s progress by referring to the development stages qualitatively [25]. According to Ellin Kotsky, Piaget’s Theory occupied middle ground of two-level psychological function explanation. However, many researchers claim that Piaget and his challengers deliver different, pending perspective of the similar issues which has to be incorporated into cognitive development model [26]. In cognitive development, Jean Piaget’s theory describes that children undergo through four mental development stages [27]. This theory not only focuses on understanding the way children obtain knowledge yet understanding the nature of intelligence. The stages in Jean Piaget’s theory are sensorimotor stage (birth – 2 years), preoperational stage (2 – 7 years), concrete operational stage (7 – 11 years) and formal operational stage (12 years - adult).

The sensorimotor stage, the infants establish an understanding of the world through coordinating sensory experiences like looking and hearing with physical movements as well as actions [28]. Infants interact with the environment by using their senses for understanding and interaction. The preoperational stage describes that children recognizes the world with images, words and drawings. Children begun to understand limited topological spatial relationships like separation, open/closed and proximity [29]. They develop the ability to represent mentally an object which does not exist [28].

The concrete operational stage characterized through logical thought of development [27]. Children at this stage tends to be very concrete, they grow to be more logical and sophisticated in their thinking in this stage. Describing the development of propositional logic in transition from the concrete thought of the child to the formal thought of the adolescent which the child at this stage cannot handle [30]. This stage includes genuine exercise of logic, resolving difficulties, reasoning, problems and undergo hindrances in a logical way. Usually, children in the concrete operational stage practice solving logical problems in their mind. For example, child can know as well as identify A>B and B>C but, he/she cannot understand the logical thinking way that A is also greater than C. Furthermore, feedback plays an important role in children’s emotional dimension because the feedback which focuses on the correct stage of children reduces discrepancy between current understanding and what is desired [31]. Thus, the feedback from the application is the key that indicates performance changes in children and provides more interest in using it. The basic characteristics of this stage are the logical stability of physical world, the factor of elements can be changed or transformed yet conserve several original characteristics; and able to see this change can be reserved [32]. Children can also identify objects according to the changes in the object size and classify them according to their shapes and colors. Children give full performance to concrete objects but is unable to handle abstract concept.
thus, the child is capable to associate with the things and the events in the environment. It is explained that children typically use their visual information for some guidance towards planned voluntary movements [33]. In this stage, it is also claimed that children are able to think in images much earlier than reading in written texts thus, providing pictures as well as voice menu along with text is a proper solution for avoiding the reading problems. As compared to the kids in the stage earlier they are more egocentric where else, children in this stage are more sociocentric [27].

The final stage of the Piaget’s theory is formal operational stage where children’s thinking is likely to be more sophisticated and advanced. Children in this stage are able to think about abstract and theoretical concepts as well as solving the problems creatively [27]. Skills of logical thought, deductive reasoning and systematic planning appears here.

III. METHODOLOGY

The methodology adapted in this study is divided into three sequential phases. The diagram below illustrates the stages with the following outcome.

### Phase 1: Define and Design

Qualitative approach is selected for this study since, it is useful to discover meaning which people give to events they experience. This study serves qualitative case study as the methodology. According to Robert E. Stake, case study methodology is defined as a strategy of inquiry where the researchers explore in-depth a program, event, activity, process or one or more individuals [34], [35]. Exploratory case study data collection method is used because it is often accompanied by additional data collection method(s) such as interview and observation. This study will be implementing cross-case analysis because is a method that facilitates the comparison of commonalities and differences in the events, activities, and processes; the units of analyses in multiple case studies [36].

There are five effective case study research design components by Robert Yin [37]: (1) research questions; (2) propositions or purpose of study; (3) unit analysis; (4) logic that links data to propositions; and (5) criteria for interpreting findings. The most suitable research question for case study are “how” and “why” forms of questions. Purpose of the study component are to identify elements of UX for children mobile application, to determine weightage of each UX elements and to develop an UX guideline for children mobile application. Unit analysis is defined as area of focus that case study will be analyzed [38]. This study’s unit of analysis is the mobile application used in schools (cases to be studied). Thus, this study focuses on 3 cases which are Sekolah Kebangsaan Tronoh, SJK(C) Chung Sun and SJK(T) Tronoh.

This study’s unit of analysis is the mobile application used in schools (cases to be studied). The mobile application version used is Android and the mobile applications are “Defender of Nature”, “Environment Studies Guideline” and “Environment Current Affairs 2018 (offline)”. These applications were selected accordingly since, the content in the app contributes with the “Kementerian Pendidikan Malaysia” syllabus, English language settings and Google Play ratings. The data collection method will be conducted through in-depth semi-structured interviews and observation based on the Enhanced ECWD Model.

### Phase 2: Prepare, Collect and Analyze

This section begins with the pilot case study after designing the cases and its content. For pilot case study, researcher decided to select the first case study, SK Tronoh. Researcher selected two individuals of standard 4 and 5 each for the semi-structured interview and observation session. Participants had undergone three sessions of the interview and observation due to the study wants to analyze 3 mobile applications. Firstly, the participants are handed a mobile device (Huawei Tablet) for observing their experience with “Defender of Nature” mobile application. Each observation takes 10 minutes and all the sessions are video recorded. After this method, participants undergo semi-structured interview questions which are based on the Enhanced
ECWD Model for 20 – 25 minutes. These sessions are repeated using different mobile application stated in the Phase 1. The data are analyzed manually later on and it will be discussed in the discussion section.

The data collection then continues with the actual case studies after analyzing the pilot case study. Each of the cases will undergo only two session due to the researcher has eliminated the third mobile application since, the pilot case study analysis shows the same results. Thus, to avoid redundancy of data and to save some time the researcher concluded to use only “Defender of Nature” and “Environment Current Affairs 2018 (offline)”. Moreover, only one participant at a time will be undergoing these sessions instead of two.

**Phase 3: Analyze and Conclude**

This is the section where the cross-case analysis will be conducted using In Vivo coding. Modification of the Enhanced ECWD Model will take place after analyzing the cross-case study. Once the model has been modified, an UX guideline will be developed and then will be delivered for expert review from an UX expert or mobile application designer. Later, modification of the UX guideline will be conducted referring to the expert’s opinion. Thus, this will achieve this research objective to develop an UX guideline for children educational mobile application for learning environmental sustainability.

**IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS**

Literature review presents that there are several researchers who have been reviewing the elements for developing UX model. Researchers mostly discuss on the importance of UX elements and dimensions (functional, aesthetic, emotional and cognitive) which needs to be considered while designing an educational mobile application for children. After reviewing all the studies, this research has enhanced the ECWD Model by adding a cognitive dimension. Furthermore, each of the dimensions in the enhanced model illustrates that all the elements in each of the dimensions are important to be included because only the combination of those elements promises an optimistic user experience.

The elements discovered in *functional* dimension are as shown as in Figure 3. Gesture interaction or normally refers as gesture-based interaction describes when the users tend to use their hand gesture while using the application [39]. Convenience refers to something that makes certain activities easier [40]. Efficient means operating quickly and results in a way user wants without any waste. Effective meant here is producing intended results while user is experiencing the mobile application. Technology fit means to what extend a technology assists an individual in performing users tasks. The elements which were uncovered in *aesthetic* dimension are also shown in the figure above. Colors in this dimension means the users encounters interesting qualities or details. Text is explained as sentences or any piece of writing that you study. Audio can be related with hearing, sound or music which is discovered in the application. Animation here refers to moving images that are photographed or created by computer.

The elements in *emotional* such as attractiveness means in this element is something that is causing interest in pleasant way. Pleasure meant here is something user wants from time to time to make them feel happy but is short-lived. Satisfaction which meant here is a pleasant feeling that a user gets when they receive something they wanted, or done something which they wanted to do. Enjoyment is a feeling of happiness and pleasure while using the app. Motivation is referred as enthusiasm for doing something willingly. While in the *cognitive* dimension there are also several elements which is defined in their own way. Learnability here refers to the speed and ease with which the user gets familiar with. Memorability is something which is likely to be remembered or worth remembering while using the application. Complexity has been referred as how the features of the application makes it difficult to understand. Discoverability here means the quality of users to easily find information in the mobile application.

There were two participants selected for this pilot case study who were both female. One participant was standard 4 and another participant was standard 5. In total, there were 3 sessions shared. Each sessions includes an interview session with both participants together and observation method. Each sessions lasted for 30 minutes. The findings from the interview sessions responses were almost similar for the educational mobile applications but game based mobile application responses were slightly different. As such, the themes are divided corresponding with the Enhanced ECWD Model dimensions which are functional, aesthetic, emotional and cognitive. The findings are further discussed through the themes and Appendix A provides the analyzed data of the interview sessions.

**Functional**

Participants responded that the icons which were displayed in all the three applications were well clear and easily visible. Moreover, they have also mentioned that the applications stages or pages move easily and fast to the new pages as well as they have not encountered any pop-ups throughout using the mobile applications. The participants...
have not encountered any errors and requires no loading when clicking on any icon or moving to other pages while using the app. A participant described how the application features works:

“The application responses very fast. It has no pop-ups or error while I use it.”

Aesthetic

The participants described that they simply enjoy bright colors in the applications and they have also suggested some of their personal favorite colors to be added if there were given chance to. Both participants prefer the game to include multiple bright colors but prefer limited colors for the educational application.

“The colours are nice. But I want button other colour not same as behind colour. I want light blue for button cause then I can see better.” As the second participant describes that “I like. I also want different colour if can because then can see more.” For the educational application participant describes, “I feel dizzy if many colours when reading.”

As for the sound the participants prefer sound and music only in the game and not in the educational because they claim it to be the factor of distraction for them. They have also claim that they prefer an educational application to present the information in paragraph writing form instead of only animation like storytelling, pictures and videos.

“I like the one like this app in paragraph because I think if it is not like this the information is not full. The space will be small to write more information if a lot of drawings and animation.” Where else, the second participant, “I like in storytelling way cause it is not boring cause has many pictures and short words. I don’t like to read a lot.”

Emotional

The game application has a motivation factor to attract the participants to play more due to the sound effects, animation and colors but they find it a little boring when it comes to the educational application.

A participant respond when asked to use the app for 2 hours continuously, “I cannot read for 2 hours cause I feel dizzy but if got half storytelling and videos and only half paragraph then I can use. When I dizzy from reading I watch video. If only storytelling also I won’t use 2 hours cause reading long make me dizzy.” Another participant responded, “Not exactly. Because it will make me feel asleep.”

Cognitive

Language response was highly stressed by the participants in the educational application because since, the application claims to be educating them in several ways which includes in improving their English proficiency thus, they suggested to have multiple language settings where they could understand difficult sentences meaning when they change language settings to Malay language. The participant have mentioned that the game relates to the content of Science which they have learnt in school but the educational application level of content is too complex for them to understand.

“No I can read but I don’t understand because the word are hard and in Science I didn’t see this all. I also need help from my parents to tell me what is the meaning but I don’t ask help if I want to use it. I can go ‘Back’ and ‘Exit’ myself.”

A semi-structured observation method was conducted initially before the interview session. These observation method was conducted to observe the participants using each of the applications for 10 minutes. This method will justify the necessity of the UX elements in practical usage. Thus, a checklist of all the Enhanced ECWD Model elements was developed to record all the observation which relates with each of the elements. Appendix B provides each of the observation data. The participants response overall was interactive with each other while using the applications. As for the game, participants enjoyed the overall experience yet, there were several tasks that were too complicatedly described or lack of instruction thus, the participants couldn’t really manage to complete it and help was needed to do so. Where else, for the both educational applications the observed responses were quite similar. For example, the content of these applications were too complicated for them to even understand since, it does not cover the subjects taught in school. Overall, the observation sessions were conducted smoothly without any disruption.

V. DISCUSSION

The responses described by the participants in each of the sessions revealed the importance of executing each of the elements in Enhanced ECWD Model. Based on the interview and observation session, the participants have revealed how important is the application looks to them and the appearance differs with the type of application. Participants uncovers that they prefer a game to present with bright colorful appearance but the prefer only limited colors for educational application. Furthermore, participants understanding has been neglected in both of the educational applications where the content of information is too complex for them to understand. Where else, the game recalls only limited environmental sustainability content which is throwing rubbish properly and not littering. The information environmental awareness is lacking in the game and on the other hand in educational app the information is too high level where the students can’t seem to match the relativity of their learned subjects in school with the applications. Due to this, children tends to only focus on the emotional responses towards the game appearance and left behind on understanding the real contribution of these applications which is to create awareness of the importance of preserving the nature. Thus, this discussion response contributes in stressing on the problem statement which this research has investigated which is cognitive dimension is not included while designing children educational mobile application. Due to this, children’s ability to solve critical problems is diminishing [2]. Hence, this contributes in achieving the research objective of validating the Enhanced ECWD Model.
VI. CONCLUSION

UX is a core concept of HCI but it is not well utilized by the designers while developing mobile applications. This study had focused on conducting a pilot case study to validate the Enhanced ECWD Model before the actual data collection begins. The findings has contributed a positive result in supporting the research problem statement. There are several amendments which has been finalized by researcher in the interview questions for a better outcome in the next session of actual data collection. Furthermore, from the findings researcher recommends to conduct the sessions individually with each participants instead of as a pair to avoid similar answers. Since, children tends to copy the opinion of the other participant. Moreover, the application used has been limited to one game and one educational application instead of two. This is due to duplication of findings with the educational applications. The next stage of this research is conducting the actual case study data collection from the three case studies. The findings from the case studies will contribute in validating the Enhanced ECWD Model and to develop UX guideline which will be referred by the mobile application designers.
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